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Agenda
● Shortcomings and misuse of conventional 

hypothesis testing
● Rationale for and misconceptions of exploratory 

data analysis and data visualization
● Visualization techniques from 2 to 5 dimensions
● Future trend: multi-panel visualization to go 

beyond 5 dimensions



  

Shortcoming of 
conventional approach

● Over-reliance on hypothesis 
testing/confirmatory data 
analysis (CDA) and p values.

● The logic of hypothesis testing 
is: Given that the null 
hypothesis is true how likely we 
can observe the data in the 
long run? P(D|H)?

● What we really want to know is: 
Given the data what is the best 
theory to explain the data no 
matter whether the event can 
be repeated : P(H|D)?



  

Affirming the consequent
● P(D|H) <> P(H|D): “If H then D" does not 

logically imply "if D then H". 

● If the theory/model/hypothesis is correct, it 
implies that we could observe Phenomenon X 
or Data X.

● X is observed.
● Hence, the theory is correct.





  

Can we “prove” or “disprove”?
● Hypothesis testing or confirmatory data analysis 

(CDA):
– Start with a strong theory/model/hypothesis
– Collect data to see whether the data match the 

model.
– If they fit each other, did you “prove” the theory?
– If they don't, did you “disprove” it?
– At most you can say whether the data and the 

model fit each other. In philosophy it is called 
“empirical adequacy.” 



  

God: Failed hypothesis      
● Prominent physicist Victor Stenger:
● “Our bones lose minerals after age thirty, 

making them susceptible to fracture and 
osteoporosis. Our rib cage does not fully 
enclose and protect most internal organs. 
Our muscles atrophy. Our leg veins 
become enlarged and twisted, leading to 
varicose veins. Our joints wear out as their 
lubricants thin. Our retinas are prone to 
detachment. The male prostate enlarges, 
squeezing and obstructing urine flow.”

● Hence, there is no intelligent designer.



  

Logical fallacy
● Hypothesis: If there is a God or intelligent designer, he 

is able to design a well-structured body. To prove the 
existence of God, we look for such data: P(D|H)

● No such data: Our bones start losing minerals after 30, 
and there are other flaws, and thus God is a “failed” 
hypothesis.

● You will see what you are looking for.
● But there are other alternate explanations that can fit 

the data. 
● e.g. God did not make our body last forever, and thus 

dis-integration and aging is part of the design.



  

Common mistakes about p values



  

Can p be .000?
● P = probability that the statistics can be 

observed in the long run. 
● “Long run” is expressed in terms of sampling 

distributions, in which sampling, in theory, is 
repeated infinitely.

● The two tails never 
touch down the x-axes.

● In an open universe
anything has a remote probability.  



  

Can p be .000?

If p = 0.000, then it means there is no chance for such 
event to happen. Does it make any sense?

When the p value is too small, SAS uses the e‐notation 
and JMP reports it as p < .001, but  SPSS shows it as .000.







  

A picture is worth a thousand p values

● In 1989, when Kenneth Rothman started the Journal of 
Epidemiology, he discouraged over–reliance on p values. 
However, the earth is round. When he left his position in 
2001, the journal reverted to the p–value tradition.

● In A Picture is Worth a Thousand p Values, Loftus observed 
that many journal editors do not accept the results reported 
in mere graphical form.  Test statistics must be provided for 
the consideration of publication.  Loftus asserted that 
hypothesis testing ignores two important issues: 

– What is the pattern of population means over 
conditions? 

– What are the magnitudes of various variability 
measures?



  

What should be done?
● Reverse the logic.
● What people are doing now: starting with a 

single hypothesis and then computing the p 
value based on one sample: P(D|H)

● We should ask: given the pattern of the data, 
what is the best explanation out of many 
alternate theories (inference to the best 
explanation) using resampling, exploratory 
data analysis, data visualization, data mining: 
P(H|D)

● Today we focus on data visualization



  

Common misconceptions about 
EDA and data mining (DM)

● “It is fishing”: Actually DM avoids fishing and 
capitalization on chance (over-fitting) by 
resampling (e.g. cross-validation). 

● “There is no theory”: Both EDA and CDA have 
some theories. CDA has a strong theory (e.g. 
Victor Stenger: There is no God) whereas 
EDA/DM has a weak theory.

● In EDA/DM when you select certain potential 
factors into the analysis, you have some rough 
ideas. But you let the data speak for 
themselves.



  

Common misconceptions about 
EDA and data mining (DM)

● “DM and EDA are based on pattern 
recognition of the data at hand. It cannot 
address the probability in the long run”

● Induction in the long run is based on the 
assumption that the future must resemble the 
past. Read David Humes, Nelson Goodman, 
and Nissam Taleb.

● Some events are not repeatable (Big bang). 
● It is more realistic to make inferences based on 

the current patterns to the near future.   



  

Titanic survivors
● After the disaster, people 

asked: What types of 
people tend to survive? 



  

Decision tree



  

Leaf report



  

ROC curves and AUC
● 4 possible outcomes: 

– true positive (TP)
– false positive (FP)
– false negative (FN)
– true negative (TN). 

● Sensitivity = TP/
(TP+FN) 

● 1 - Specificity = 1 - [TN/
(FP+TN)] 

● No model = 50% 
chance







  

ANOVA and multiple comparison



  

SPSS Post hoc multiple 
comparison

● In SPSS you have 18 options. When I was a 
graduate student, I took a course on it.



  

Diamond plot
● Grand sample mean: 

horizontal black line
● Group means: 

horizontal line inside each diamond.
● Confidence intervals: The top of the diamond is 

the upper bound while the bottom is the lower 
bound.

● Quantile: boxplot



  

Ternary plot: 
Clustering and Profiling

● In the era of globalization, how can we define what a 
USA company is? One argue that if you buy a Korean 
Kia, you may help reducing the trade deficit. 



  

Prediction Profiler



  

Dancing with three-
way interaction

● Detecting and interpreting three-
way interactions in regression 
may be very complicated. Using 
a mesh surface is much clearer.

● Interaction: the effect of X on Y is 
not consistent across all levels of 
A and B → regression lines vary

● If there is NO interaction, there 
should be no curving or dancing 
in the movie. Every frame should 
look the same.







  

What the bubble dance tell you?
● In 1973 a strong association was found between the two 

crime rates, but 1993 their connection became weaker. 
● In both years big cities with a large population size tended 

to suffer from higher crime rates, with the Northeast region 
being the worst. 

● The US crime rate has been steadily declining since the 
1990s. In 2010, the crime rates appear to be under control. 
The robbery rate and the rape rate seemed to be negatively 
correlated. 

● Big cities and Northeast are no longer the most dangerous 
places to live.



  

UN Public Data Explorer
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